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Mountmakers must make displays that are at once aesthetically pleasing and safe for the art. If at all possible we 
attempt to make our mounts invisible, or at least unobtrusive.

In previous talks I’ve described ways that many mount makers use to make their mounts “invisible” with techniques 
such as end painting, and even stage magic like trickery. While this in itself may seem somewhat controversial for 
many reasons, the problems with these techniques becomes amplified when exhibiting modern and contemporary 
art;  times this problem by the factors of extreme weight and precariousness and we have ourselves a cluster of 
conundrums.

Our recent exhibition of work by Isamu Noguchi “Changing and Unchanging Things” proved both exciting and 
challenging. Noguchi integrated his sculpture with the stands that they sat on, very similar to his mentor Constantin 
Brancusi. The Seeker Sought was one such case. The sculpture itself was a 1 ton basalt stone which sat on a pine 
stand hewn from the remnants of a raised temple. There were no mounts, pins or brackets associated with the more 
than 50 year old sculpture. The challenge was to seismically retrofit the display while maintaining the visual integrity 
of this masterful work.
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